15 years of experience
in edition and marketing
In 2006, Claire Faÿ launched the Doodle notebook for adults. They
initiated the adult coloring books phenomenon, best sellers in
French edition since then.
In 2015, Edition Animées innovated again with the Animated
Coloring Book, a connected book that sublimates paper creation
with digital technology and social media thanks to the app
BlinkBook. Over the past 15 years, major artists, museums,
brands, businesses, as well as international events and well know
characters licensingcompanies have placed their trust in us for
designing innovative communication projects.

Who we are?

Claire Faÿ

Margot Beck-Pinault

Joséphine Hubert

Véronique Desserre

claire@editions-animees.com

margot@editions-animees.com

josephine@editions-animees.com

veronique@editions-animees.com

Artist and Founder

Finance and Development

Project Manager

Bookseller Relations

Claire created the Doodle Books for
adults, concepts that have become
extremely popular and a bestselling
product. She works on innovative
concepts to reinvent books and their
formats.

Margot manages administration and
finances, and handles the link between
budget and creation. She is in charge
of B2B partnerships and international
copyright transfer agreements.

Joséphine oversees publishing
projects with our education sector and
museum partners. She coordinates
the company’s events planning.

Véronique builds relationships of trust
with our bookseller partners. She
organises workshops in bookshops for
children and adults.

Aleth Stroebel

Hadrien Sirot

Adrien Chey

Xavier Santamaria

Production manager, editor and
proofreader, Aleth has built a career
in books. Our books are polished to
perfection thanks to her watchful eye.

Hadrien creates the 3D animations for
the Animated Colouring Books. Before
joining our team, he worked for the
Minions (Mac Guff Studio).

Adrien is a computer engineer
specialized in image processing,
and develops the BlinkBook app
which makes it possible to watch the
cartoons you create on your tablet and
telephone.

Xavier is a composer, sound designer
and multi-instrumentalist. He creates
the audio content for the cartoons,
and is in charge of casting and voice
recording.

Proofreader

3D Animator

Developer

Sound Engineer

Application BlinkBook
How does it work ?

1. I color

2. I take a picture

BlinkBook, free app on iOs and Android

5 plus
- Take a selfie and feature in your own cartoon
- Record your voice and respond to the characters in your movie
- See you name in the credits as a director of the movie
- Watch your cartoon in another language
- Share this movie on social media just by one click in the app
Trailer : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLi3oWkB7dU

3. MAGIc ! It comes to life

Editorial production
300,000 copies in France and Francophone bookstores (Belgium, Switzerland and Quebec) and 800,000 copies wolrdwide (UK, US, Germany,
Australia, China et Korea)

Fairytales

Licences

Arts

Sciences

Branding
2,5 millions books and cards printed

7,000 books

4,000 books

2,000,000 cards

30,000 cards

workshops in the auditorium
75,000 generated movies

1,5000 visitors during the launching
event at the Louis Vuitton Fondation

1,200,000 generated movies

6 Corners at Roissy & Orly Airports
30,000 generated movies

23,000 books

230,000 books

onligne printing

30,000 books

workshops in the Museum
50,000 generated movies

workshops in the service areas
200,000 generated movies

Exclusive in Canada
10,000 generated movies

workshops at the cats & dogs fair
80,000 generated movies

Christmas project
La Poste
The challenge
A new take on the traditional Dear Santa letter, a
highlight of family relations with La Poste (since
1962).

Our answer
> In reply to their letter, children receive an
Animated Post Card from Santa Claus.
Online, three other Animated Post Cards
available for download on the La Poste website,
to continue the story.
> Bonus: Take a selfie and record your voice to
have a chat with Santa.

Outcomes
> 2 million Animated Post Cards sent to children
(some of which were sent to schools).
> 1.2 million cartoons generated in December
2016 and 2017.

Motorways
Vinci Autoroutes
The challenge
To humanize motorways, to spread the security
rules, and to encourage drivers to stop at service
areas

Our answer
> One magic word to be heard on Radio Vinci
Autoroute to get a free booklet
> 2 different booklets offered on highway service
areas during winter and summer holidays

Outcomes
> 2 booklets, 230,000 copies
> 200,000 animations generated

Fondation
Louis Vuitton
the challenge
Present the inspirations of the architect Frank
Gehry
Propose a family project in the museum

Our answer
> 2 books (French and English version)
> 5 workshops in the auditorium with giant
posters to be colored by the children and thier
parents
> Participative cartoons created by several
families

Outcomes
> 7,000 copies sold exclusively in the bookstore
of the Fondation
> 70,000 movies generated
Trailer : http://bit.ly/2laecr8

Paris Airports
the challenge
Entertain the children in waiting places
Communicate about the Olympics and show the
support of Paris Aéroport (Groupe ADP) to Paris
2024

Our answer
> 4 poetic cartoons about sport, running, fencing,
kayaking and gymnastics in Paris
> 6 corners in Paris airports, with free postcards
handed to children, and the possibility to
download other cards online to complete the
story.

Outcomes
> 30,000 cards printed
> 30,000 movies generated during mass
departures for holidays

Picasso / Matisse
To coincide with the
exhibitions at the Pompidou
Centre
Co-published with the Pompidou Centre. 23,000
copies printed for Picasso in France, Germany and
the United Kingdom, 10,000 copies for Matisse
in France. In these Animated Colouring Books,
children can colour in the works of Picasso and
Matisse. Then, using the free application BlinkBook,
they take a selfie and record their voice, allowing
them to “talk” to the artists in their studios.
Workshops will be held at the Pompidou Centre for
young visitors.
Trailer Picasso, http://bit.ly/2M5eCvs

Réunion des
Musées Nationaux
A collection of art books to
coincide with the exhibitions
at the Louvre and Grand
Palais.
Co-published with the Réunion des Musées
Nationaux, with 10,000 copies printed per title.
These books, in the form of educational and
artistic documentaries, add to the experience of
the exhibition, for schoolchildren and families.
Workshops will be held at the Louvre and the
Grand Palais, for families.
Trailer Pompei
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3DNGgw8tkug
Trailer Léonard de Vinci
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLJzQguBmmA
Trailer Toulouse-Lautrec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8JYzaDh7JY

CONTACTS

Claire Faÿ

Fondatrice et Auteur
claire@editions-animees.com

Margot Beck-Pinault

Gestion financiere et Administrative
margot@editions-animees.com

www.editions-animees.com

